Easy on the environment and you. The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor is thoughtfully designed to make your comfort a priority. Adopt the perfect working posture for your body with its highly adjustable ergonomic stand that supports easy pivots, tilts, swivels, and lifts to meet your needs. The lowest position of the monitor is designed to conform to an optimal seating and viewing posture. A 100 x 100 mm VESA mount allows the monitor to be used with compatible third-party mounts and stands. The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor is TCO 9.0 certified and comes boxed in green pulp packaging that protects the display and the environment too.

Multiply connectivity, maximize productivity. The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor's one-cable solution USB Type-C¹ allows for incredibly fast data transfer speeds so you can accelerate productivity. The USB Type-C¹ cable can also serve as fast charger with 90W support and dynamically manages the power consumption of connected devices with a special Smart Power function. Add to that, HDMI 2.0 and dedicated DP 1.4 ports that turn your monitor into a supercharged hub of connectivity and productivity. Do more with an RJ45 port that turns this monitor into a surfing superstar. With a dedicated USB Type-A port at top, it is compatible with Modular VoIP Solution² that can bring alive more possibilities for video conferencing and multimedia experiences.

A clear expansive view made for excellence. The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor magnifies the finer details with incredible clarity to catapult productivity in the modern workplace. Enjoy a wider vista with this vast 31.5-inch, 4K resolution display for exceptional picture clarity that refines every single detail. Its In-Plane Switching ensures screen consistency so your view is clear no matter which angle you view it from, while its 3-side borderless display gives you a clear, distraction-free viewing experience. The screen delivers supremely sharp image quality backed by a 99% sRGB color gamut, a very high contrast ratio of 1000:1, and 350 nits of brightness promising incredibly rich and vibrant colors that look truly natural. The ThinkVision T32p-30 is easily the best monitor for data-intensive work which makes navigating and viewing large spreadsheets, image-loaded dashboards, and content editing a breeze. Great for multitasking, this wide monitor lets you get more done at a glance, allowing you the flexibility to switch between multiple documents and view more, effortlessly. If you need to make room for more information, it also allows for multi-screen installations. While the dazzling image quality will keep your eyes drawn to the screen, the monitor’s Natural Low Blue Light technology reduces harmful blue light without compromising colors, to protect your eyes. Connect to multiple interfaces, share and receive content faster with USB Type-C¹, HDMI, DP, RJ45, and audio out ports that provide multiple interface options. Speed works up like never before with the USB-C¹ PD port that supports 90W superfast charging and comes with a Smart Power function for intelligent power distribution to connected devices. It also reduces power consumption while maximizing performance. Easily tilt, swivel, lift, pivot, and VESA mount the monitor to optimize its setup for the most comfortable working posture. Thoughtfully designed, this monitor adheres to strict TCO 9.0 regulations that weigh less on the environment. The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor is large enough for you to view more and do more with every glance.

Features of ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor

- Sleek, superlative display.
  The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor sports an expansive 31.5-inch ultra-wide In-Plane Switching display with 3840 x 2160 UHD resolution that not only expands your point of view but allows you to micro-focus on finer details to enhance work efficiency. Add a modern aesthetic to any working environment with its borderless design and experience a seamless viewing landscape across different screens in a multi-monitor setup. The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor is easy on the eyes in more ways than one, as it cares for your vision by reducing harmful blue light with Natural Low Blue Light technology. It produces distortion-free colors so you can enjoy hours of productivity without feeling the eye strain.

- Multiply connectivity, maximize productivity.
  The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor's one-cable solution USB Type-C¹ allows for incredibly fast data transfer speeds so you can accelerate productivity. The USB Type-C¹ cable can also serve as fast charger with 90W support and dynamically manages the power consumption of connected devices with a special Smart Power function. Add to that, HDMI 2.0 and dedicated DP 1.4 ports that turns your monitor into a supercharged hub of connectivity and productivity. Do more with an RJ45 port that turns this monitor into a surfing superstar. With a dedicated USB Type-A port at top, it is compatible with Modular VoIP Solution² that can bring alive more possibilities for video conferencing and multimedia experiences.

- Easy on the environment and you.
  The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor is thoughtfully designed to make your comfort a priority. Adopt the perfect working posture for your body with its highly adjustable ergonomic stand that supports easy pivots, tilts, swivels, and lifts to meet your needs. The lowest position of the monitor is designed to conform to an optimal seating and viewing posture. A 100 x 100 mm VESA mount allows the monitor to be used with compatible third-party mounts and stands. The ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor is TCO 9.0 certified and comes boxed in green pulp packaging that protects the display and the environment too.

¹ USB Type-C® and USB-C® are registered trademarks of USB Implementers Forum. | ² ThinkVision VoIP Stack MC60 Monitor Webcam and MS30 Monitor Soundbar sold separately.
## ThinkVision T32p-30 Monitor

### Display
- Panel Size: 31.5-inch
- Screen Dimensions: 709.4 mm x 412.0 mm
- Panel Type: 3-side Borderless In-Plane Switching
- Active Area: 697.3 mm x 392.2 mm
- Backlight: WLED
- Aspect Ratio: 16:9
- Resolution: 3840 x 2160
- Refresh Rate: 60 Hz
- Brightness (Typical): 350 cd/m²
- Brightness (Peak): 350 cd/m²
- Contrast Ratio (Typical): 1000:1
- Color Gamut (Coverage Ratio): 99.0% sRGB, 95.0% DCI-P3
- Color Support (Typical): 1.07 Billion
- Color Depth: 10-bit (8+FRC)
- HDR Compliance: Yes (HDR10)

### Connectivity
- Video Signal: 1 x USB Type-C® (DP 1.4 Alt Mode)
  - 1 x HDMI 2.0
  - 1 x DP 1.4
  - 1 x RJ45
- Audio Signal: 1 x Audio Out (3.5 mm)
- USB Hub: Yes
- Ethernet: Yes (10M/100M/1000M)
- USB Upstream: 2 x USB 3.2 Gen 1\(^1\) (1 by USB Type-C®, 1 by USB Type-B)
- USB Downstream: 4 x USB 3.2 Gen 1\(^1\) Type-A (1 x BC1.2)
- Video Signal: 1 x USB Type-C®
- Audio Signal: 1 x Audio Out (3.5 mm)
- USB Hub: 1 x USB Type-C®
- Ethernet: 1 x RJ45

### Mechanical
- Tilt Angle (Front / Back): -5° / 23.5°
- Swivel Angle (Left / Right): -45° / 45°
- Lift (Max. Range): 155 mm
- Pivot: -90° / 90°
- VESA Mount Capability: Yes (100 x 100 mm)
- Kensington Lock Slot: Yes
- Cable Management: Yes
- Bezel Color: Raven Black
- Bezel Width (Side): 2.0 mm
- Bezel Width (Top / Bottom): 2.0 / 18.6 mm
- Voltage Required: AC 100 to 240 V (50-60 Hz)

### Multimedia
- Modular Camera/Speaker Support: Yes (Optional Support\(^1\))
- KVM Switch: Yes
- Software: Lenovo Display Control Center\(^4\)
- Natural Low Blue Light: Yes
- Power Cable (Cable Length): 1 x Power Cable (1.8 m)
- USB Cable (Cable Length): 1 x USB Type-C® to Type-C\(^1\) Cable (1.8 m)
- Quick Setup Guide: Yes
- Warranty Booklet: Yes
- ENERGY STAR Certification: Yes
- CCC: Yes
- TCO: 9.0
- TCO Edge: 2.0
- EPEAT: Gold
- Windows Certification: Windows 10, Windows 11

### What’s in the Box
- Monitor with Stand: Yes
- Power Cable (Cable Length): 1 x Power Cable (1.8 m)
- USB Cable (Cable Length): 1 x USB Type-C® to Type-C\(^1\) Cable (1.8 m)
- Quick Setup Guide: Yes
- Warranty Booklet: Yes
- Certification: ENERGY STAR Certification: Yes
- CCC: Yes
- TCO: 9.0
- TCO Edge: 2.0
- EPEAT: Gold
- RoHS (2011/65/EU): Yes
- Windows Certification: Windows 10, Windows 11

### Special Features
- KVM Switch: Yes
- Software: Lenovo Display Control Center\(^4\)
- Natural Low Blue Light: Yes

### Power
- Voltage Required: AC 100 to 240 V (50-60 Hz)

---

\(^1\) USB Type-C® and USB-C® are registered trademarks of USB Implementers Forum.

\(^2\) Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 1, 10 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2 Gen 2x2.

\(^3\) Compatible with ThinkVision VoIP Stack MC60 Monitor Webcam and MS30 Monitor Soundbar.

\(^4\) This software can only be used with Windows 10 & Windows 11.
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